

intro



This episode we will talk about the famous and controversial unsolved deaths of rappers
tupac and the notorious big. This case just turned 22 years old as of september 13





Commentary
Let's get into the background information and to start, the murder of Tupac
Tupac and Suge(sug) Knight were driving to a party around 11:15 p.m., after watching a
Mike Tyson fight in Las Vegas. When they stopped at a red light, a white Cadillac pulled
up next to them. Fourteen! shots were fired, six of them hitting Tupac, who was in the
passenger's seat. One shot punctured his lung. Tupac was rushed to the hospital where he
died six days later, at only the age of 25 years old.



Commentary



This is the part were we turn over to notorious b.i.g murder, biggie was murdered almost
6 months after tupac



After Tupacs death, biggies wife claimed that biggie had said he was scared he was going
to be murdered too



Biggie was leaving a party in Los Angeles after the Soul Train Awards. He was sitting in
a car when another vehicle pulled up next to his and shot him. The shooter, who fired at
Biggie at least five times ( hitting Biggie four times), fled the scene. Biggie died later that
night. He was 24 years old.



Intro



Welcome back to another episode of mystery mondays lets continue with the murders of
tupac and biggie



Now tupac and biggie used to be friends.Tupac often gave Biggie career advice since he
had a couple years more experience, and was more well-known when they met. He was
essentially a mentor for biggie



But soon, a rivalry started



By the mid-1990s, the West Coast had proved itself in the hip-hop world with Death Row
Records, the label that included Tupac, Dr. Dre, and Snoop Dogg.



Meanwhile, Biggie's 1993 album "Ready to Die" helped give the East Coast label Bad
Boy Records — Puff Daddy's label — some recognition



Tupac and his fans interpreted Biggie's 1994 song "Who Shot Ya?" as a diss track
because he had been robbed and shot two months before the song's release. The track's
lyrics described a situation very similar to what happened to Tupac.



In the 1996 song "Hit 'Em Up," Tupac struck back: He alluded to having an affair with
Biggie's wife, Faith Evans.



Commentary ( say how it is quite evident in the song he has sex with his wife and due to
the language and nature of the song it is not allowed to be played on this station)



Insert biggie interview



commentary(* talk about and question his sincereness based on the feel for the mom part
and why he is pushing it off)



Commentary (key to some theories, keep this in mind when we discuss theories)



Speaking of theories, there are many theories to this case and just to list some off right
now that we will get more in detail are that they are still alive, P diddy also known as
Puff Daddy had involvement in their murders, the fbi or lapd had involvement and 1
major suspect, Suge Knight.



Let start with the suspect of Suge Knight. Suge Knight is the CEO of Death Row
Records, take note, he was the man in the driver's seat when Tupac was shot. The theory
goes that he wanted Tupac dead so he wouldn't switch record labels, or that he had
Biggie killed out of revenge for Tupac's murder. Or that he had Biggie killed to distract
investigators from pointing the blame for Tupac's death in his direction.



In January 2015, Knight was arrested after a hit-and-run in Los Angeles. He was charged
with one count of murder, one count of attempted murder, and two counts of hit-and-run.
If he's convicted, he potentially faces life in prison.



Commentary how he was arrested for a hit and run and that is how biggie and tupac died



Our next theory has to do with the LAPD.This theory ties in with Suge Knight. LAPD
officer Russell Poole, who was a lead investigator on Biggie's murder, accused other
LAPD officers of having connections to Death Row Records and Suge Knight, who he
thought planned Biggie's murder.



People believed that Knight had Biggie murdered as revenge for Tupac's death. He was
ordered to stop his investigation on the case, and retired in 1999.



Poole died of a heart attack in August 2015, while he was discussing the case with LA
County Sheriff homicide detectives. At the time, he was working on a book about the
murders.



Commentary, is it a coincidence he had a heart attack about talking about the case? Paid
off by suge?



Our other police theory is simply that the FBI had involvement to end the andi quote
“ violent rap culture” esspecially between the east and west coast hip hop battle



Commentary, believable?



Our last theory and the biggest theory has to do with the artist P diddy also known as puff
daddy who is the creator of the puff daddy labels



One of diddys theory is that he is the mastermind behind Biggie's murder. The theory is
that after seeing how well Tupac's album did for Death Row Records, Puff Daddy wanted
sales to skyrocket for Biggie's upcoming album, ironically named "Life After Death." So
he hired gang members to shoot Biggie. Diddy's former bodyguard believes the
allegations.



According to a retired LAPD detective, Biggie's mother Voletta Wallce believes that Puff
Daddy and Suge Knight are responsible for her son's murder. Voletta Wallace told The
Daily Mail that the murder of her son "hurts me every single day" and that she has "a
very good idea" about who killed him.



"They've done their investigation, but they just refuse to move forward," she said. "I don't
know why they haven't arrested who was involved. It seems to me that it's one giant
conspiracy, and someone is definitely being protected somewhere down the line."



Commentary, why wouldn't they be arrested? Did the tip the cops off?



Now in current situations, eminem new song “killshot” dissing the rapper Machine Gun
Kelly, has references to diddy killing tupac, he references the killings when saying “This
idiot’s boss pops pills and tells him that he got skills/But Kells, the day you put out a hit,
is the day Diddy admits he put the hit out that got ‘Pac killed” and at the end of the song
eminem says “ im just playing diddy you know i love you” almost as if eminem was
scared that diddy might do something to him for saying that diddy shot tupac.



Insert audio of killshot



Commentary on this theory



Commentary on which i believe

